Designed to the standards of a human heart.

Designed to the standards of a pig heart.

Carpentier-Edwards
PERIMOUNT
Pericardial Aortic Bioprosthesis

Why Compromise?
In patients over the age of 60, the actual risk of explant due to SVD is less than 10% at 20 years.1
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Durability
- Exceptional durability to 20 years
- Consistent performance in a multitude of published studies

Tissue treatment
- Treated with XenoLogiX process, which removes binding sites for calcium
- Superior anticalcification results in animal studies†2,3 compared to any other commercially available valve treatment

Hemodynamic performance
- Largest EOA of any stented tissue valve†
- Unprecedented 17-year hemodynamic stability

† No clinical data are available which evaluate the long-term impact of the XenoLogiX treatment in patients.

1 No clinical data are available which evaluate the long-term impact of the XenoLogiX treatment in patients.

The PERIMOUNT bioprosthesis is the world’s most widely implanted tissue valve — period.
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- Exceptional durability to 20 years
- Consistent performance in a multitude of published studies
- Treated with XenoLogiX process, which removes binding sites for calcium
- Superior anticalcification results in animal studies†, compared to any other commercially available valve treatment
- Largest EOA of any stented tissue valve
- Unprecedented 17-year hemodynamic stability
- Hemodynamic performance
- Tissue treatment
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